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1. Introduction 
As usual ~(X)  (or ~*(X) )  denotes the set of all (bounded) continuous real-valued 
functions on X, and w denotes the first infinite cardinal. The following known result 
follows via the elementary equality r~(x)]  = i~g*(x)l from the fact that IB[ ° ' -  IBI 
for each Banach space B [12, Lemma 2]; see also [15, p. 459; 1, pp. 183-185]. 
1.1. Theorem. I~(X)I ~ F~(X)I. 
In this paper we obtain a similar result for the family g '~(X)  of cozero -sets  of 
X, i.e. for 
~, ~(X)  -- {X -f~{0}: f c  q~(X)}. 
For proof-technical reasons we will also consider the associated family 
~(X)  ={C°: Cc  ~Y(X)}. 
Note that each element of ~(X)  is regular open and that the elements of ~(X)  
need not to be cozero-sets. We begin with an elementary observation 
I~(X) l~ l~(X) [~ l~(X) l~  I~(X) l  ~. (1.2) 
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Clearly Theorem 1.1 implies that the last inequality in (1.2) is in fact an equality. 
The following result implies that each inequality in (1.2) is in fact an equality, for 
infinite X. 
1.3. Theorem. I f  X is infinite, then I~(X) I  ' ° -  I~(X)[.  
1.4. Corollary. I fX  is infinite, then I~(X) l  = I~(x)b  = I~(X) l .  
Clearly Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 imply Theorem 1.1 and also the title 
assertion that I~g.g(X)] ~ -Ic~Y/(X)I (for infinite X). We point out two more corol- 
laries to Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4. Define 
%vG(X) =the family of clopen ( -c losed and open) subsets of X, 
J - (X) = the topology of X. 
By definition X is called basically disconnected if ~ (X) = g0'(X).  Also, X is perfectly 
normal if 3 - (X)= g~(X)  [4, 1.5.19]. Hence we get the following two corollaries. 
1.5. Corollary. I f  X is infinite and basically disconnected, then - I c(x)l. 
This is a result of Monk and Sparks [13], and of Comfort and Hager [3, Section 
2]. Our proof of Theorem 1.3 has some superficial similarities with the proof of 
Corollary 1.5 given in [3], but is essentially different since ~(X)  need not to be a 
Boolean algebra (it is a Boolean algebra iff X is basically disconnected), see Remark 
4.9. We show in Section 5 that Theorem 1.3 does not follow in a natural way from 
Corollary 1.5; there is a unique (up to isomorphism) Boolean algebra generated by 
~(X) ,  but this Boolean algebra need not be countably complete. For example, it 
is not if X = fl~o - ~o. 
1.6. Corollary. I f  X is infinite and perfectly normal, then 3-(X)] ~ = ].~(X)[. 
This is related to the question of whether I J (x ) l  'o I~-(x)[ for each infinite space 
X that is Hausdorff [10, 1.1], or (completely) regular, or even compact Hausdorff 
[10, 1.8], and is new. Other, published, partial answers are that the equality holds 
if X is hereditarily collectionwise Hausdorff, or is a topological group [10, 1.7], and 
in certain models of set theory [8, Remark on p. 24; 10, 1.5 on p. 118]. Shelah [16] 
has announced: 
(1) it is consistent that the equality fails, and 
(2) the equality holds for Lindel6f X. 
The last we heard, Shelah could not remember how to prove one or both of these 
results. The fact that the equality holds for hereditarily collectionwise normal, or 
perfectly normal X suggests the question of whether it holds for hereditarily normal 
X. 
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We now comment on the proof of Theorem 1.3. Our proof really works only if 
X is (weakly) Lindel6f (defined in Section 6) for two reasons. The first is that we 
prove the global result of Theorem 1.3 by exploiting local information, and it is 
only natural that that requires a covering property. The second, vaguer but more 
fundamental reason is that there must be something special about ~2~(X) (and 
(X)) that makes ](g~(X)l °~ = I ~gY(X)[ (and I.~ (X) [  °' = I~(X)[) true since, trivially, 
not every infinite collection .¢3 of subsets of X satisfies ]Y3] ~°= lYgl (even if Y3 is 
invariant under autohomeomorphisms of X). We do not know what this something 
special is, unless X is (weakly) Lindel6f: then ~(X)  (or ~(X) )  is precisely the 
collection of (weakly) Lindel6f (regularly) open subsets of X, see Remark 7.4. 
Once we know that Theorem 1.3 holds in the special case that X is compact, the 
following simple result tells that it holds in full generality. 
1.7. Proposition. [~(fiX)J:-[~(X)[. 
It is of interest hat we use ~(X)  in an essential way to prove the title assertion 
]~(X) l  ~°= I%~(x)l: One can prove the special case that X is compact just like 
one proves the special case of Theorem 1.3 that X is compact. As above, the special 
case will imply the general case via the following result. 
1.8. Theorem. I~( ]~X) I  = I~(X) [ .  
Now Theorem 1.8 is true, being an immediate corollary to Corollary 1.4 and 
Proposition 1.7, but we do not know how to prove it directly, see Remark 3.3. 
Another example of the usefulness of ~(X)  will be given in Section 7, where we 
give a simple proof of an inequality of Comfort and Hager involving ~(X) [2]. 
2. Notation 
Let X be a space. We usually denote the closure and interior operator in X by 
"-" and ..... . We already defined ~(X) ,  ~(X) ,  ~cg~(X) and •(X). in addition 
we define 
~O(X)  =the collection of regularly open sets in X 
={u~ 3(x): u :  O°} ={I2°: uc  ~(x)}, 
,@(X) =the power set of X. 
We remind the reader that ~G(X)  is a complete Boolean algebra, with "v ", " f " 
and ..... (=Boolean complement, not the derived set!) defined by 
V ~¢ = U ,~o, A -~ - (~  ,~¢)o (sO _~ ~6(X) ) ,  
A'=(X-A)° -X -A  (Ac~O(X) ) .  
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For a function f we use ran(./) for the range of.fi Also, if A is a set, then f lA  
denotes the restriction o f f  to A, and f~A denotes the preimage of A under f f~A 
denotes the image of A under f We use (v(x): x c D) to denote the function with 
domain D whose value at x is v(x). We use ]]~D A~ to denote {(v(x): x c D): v(x) c 
A~ for xcD}.  
If S is a set and K is a cardinal we use 
[s ]  ~, [s]  ~ ,  i s ]  <~ 
to denote the collection of all A c S w i th  IAI = K, or Inl <~ K, or Inl < ~. 
3. Two easy proofs 
3.1. Proof of (1.2). The only inequality that is not entirely trivial is the last one. Let 
Q be the rationals, and let e~(X)  be the set of functions Q~(X) .  Define 
4) : ~(X)  ~ Q~(X) by 4)(f) = ( f - ( -eo ,  q)°: q ~ Q). For all f, g ~ ~(X)  and x c X and 
qcQ,  i f f (x )<q<g(x)  then clearly xccb( f ) (q )  but x~4)(g)(q),  hence d) is an 
injection. Consequently I%~(X)l ~<le~(x)l  = I~(x) l  °). [~ 
3.2. Proof of Proposition 1.7. Denote the closure and interior operators in X, and 
in fiX, by cl and int, and by CI and Int. It is an elementary exercise that 
X~lntC1U=intc l (X~U)  for Uc~- ( fX ) .  
Since X~ Uc  g'2~(X) for Uc  %~3f(fX), and since for V~ %~(X) there is a Uc  
gY ' ( fX)  with X< V= U it follows that 4)=(Xc~A: Ac~( fX) )  is a surjection 
(fiX) --> ~ (X). This 4) is injective, for consider any two U, V c ~ (fiX) with U ~; V. 
Then U-C1V #O since U, Vc  ~2U(fiX), and hence OC X c~( U-C1V)c_  
(x~ U) - (x~ v). [2 
3.3. Remark. The obvious way (and only direct way, it seems) to prove that 
]Y~e(fx)] - I<g~(x) l  would be to consider the function (X ~ C: C c cCY'(fX)), 
which maps %~Y'(fX) onto %~2~(X). However, this function is generally not injective; 
for example it is not if X is noncompact o--compact and locally compact, i.e. fX,  
Xc  ~Zf(fX) but X#fX.  
4. Proof of I~(X) l  ~ = I~(X) l  
Let X be any infinite LindelSf space. (Actually our proof works for weakly 
Lindel6f 2(, i.e. if wL(X)= w; see Section 7 for wL.) Let %~ and ~ abbreviate 
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c~N(X) and ~(X) .  Define 
~u={A•~:A~_  U} for U•~(X) ,  
r~ =min{[~u]:  U a neighborhood of x} for x~ X, 
p = min{sup~x_~G: G • [X] <'~} = ess sup{G : x ~ X}, 
F={x•  X :  rx> p}, 
cI) = (U  OR°: OR c_ 3-(x)),  a function ~(3- (x ) ) -  ~(x ) ,  
4, = ~l [~x  ~]-~°~. 
The G's are the local information, mentioned in the introduction, that make it 
necessary to assume that X is Lindel6f. Note that p is the so called essential 
supremum of (r, : x • X). Also note that F is finite. 
Our plan is to prove the following four statements: 
(1) ran(O)_~ ~, 
(2) [O"{A}l<~p ~°for each A•~,  
(3) I~l~>p ~, and 
(4) I~x- ~1 =1~I - 
Since p>~2 it w i l l  fo l low that l~[  =2 ~ or I 1 >1 1 hence that 1~1 °~ =1 1. 
4.1. Fact. q)(oR)c~ foreach ORc[~] ~°'. 
Proof. For OR • [~ ] ~ choose U • [ ~2Y] I'~1 with oR = { f-o: V ~ °U}. Then U OR = U of,, 
hence ~(OR) = U ~/'°, hence ~[OR] c ~ since U i f ' •  ~c~ for every ~#'• [~f f ]~.  
4.2. Corollary. (1) holds. 
4.3. Fact. (a) Uc~ V~ ~ for all U, Vc ~, 
(b) lyg~(,)l~Hu~ou I~ul for all ~//_~ . 
Proof. (a) Just observe that U~ V•  ~ whenever U, Vc cSff, and that Uc~ V °= 
0°~ V° whenever U, V•  3-( X). 
(b) From (a) we see that ( (V~ U: U•OR): V•~e~ ) is a function 5~¢~i,~u)~ 
[[tJ~w ~u.  This function is injective since for each V• ~o(q~) we have V = Vc~ U oRo 
since v•  ~G(X)  and since Vc~ U OR is dense in V. [] 
4.4. Corollary. (2)holds. 
Proof. Consider any OR • [~x_F]  ~.  We prove that [4J~{O(OR)}I~p ° by proving 
that [~o(~ull<~p °,for then [[Ytoc~)]~'°]<~p ~°, and clearly dJ~{O(U)}c[~4,~.5~)] <-~. 
(Note that 4'(OR) = O(OR).) 
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By Fact 4.1 there is V~ ~ with V°= ~(~) .  Now V, being an F,, in the Lindel6f 
space X, is Lindel6f. (This is the only place in the proof  of  Theorem 1.3 where we 
use the fact that X is Lindel6f.) Since VeX-F ,  and since q~f is a base for X, 
and since ~A ~ ~/3, hence I~AI ~< I~t ,  whenever A ~ B c X, it follows that there is 
a countable ~#/'c ~ with U ~/ '= V and I~wl<~p for We ~.  Then ~(~)= 9 °= 
q)(~//), hence lY~,(~u)l <~ p~O by Fact 4.3. []  
4.5. Fact. I~e~ou,I ~>I]c~u I~ul for each pairwise disjoint ~ ~ [~-(X)]~% 
Proof. From Fact 4.1 we see that ch=(cI)(c~°ll):C~u~ou~u) is a function 
l~u~ou ~c, ~ ~q,l~)- For each choice function c~[]c~,,~, ~u and U~ o?/ we have 
ch(c)c~ U=c(U)  since d) (c ) -c (U)cX-U  and since c(U)~C(X) .  It follows 
that 4) is injective. 
4.6. Corollary. (3)holds'. 
Proof. Since clearly I~1 ~> p we may assume without loss of generality that p~> p. 
We claim that there is K~<p with K=2 or cf(K)-o) such that K~=p '°. Indeed, 
clearly p~<2 or p~>w, and if cf(p)>~o, then p~° =sup{K~: cf(K)=w and K<p}.  
There clearly is a sequence (x(n): n e ~o) of pairwise distinct points such that 
r,(,,)<~r;l,+~) for nc~o, and sup r~(,,)>~K. (*) 
n~co 
Without loss of generality our sequence is relatively discrete. By regularity it follows 
that there is a sequence ( U, : n ~ w) of pairwise disjoint open sets such that x(n) e U,, 
for n e w. From Corollary 4.6 and (*) it now follows that I~l ~> ~o= p% 
4.7. Fact. ]~x  1=1 1 for each G~[X]<% 
Proof. We begin with reducing this to the special case that I GI = 1. Consider any 
Gc[X]<% If  G=0 we are done. If not, find ~?/c [~]  Icl with U ~-x  such that 
IGcv U I = 1 for each Uc  q/. (To find such a ~ consider any fc  <g(X) such that f iG  
is injective.) By Fact 4.3 there is U~ ~ with I~ut=lY~l. 
Let p be the point of G c~ U. We will prove that I~u ~p~t - I~u l  - Define 
ad {A~:pcAc_U}=~u ~u_~p}-{Ac~:pcA-AforAc_U}.  
Clearly Id~c, ~,~1 ~= ]~.u] if Idl < I~ul. Hence it suffices to show that i~u {p~l ~> IdI, 
or, equivalently, that I~u {p}] > K for each cardinal K < Idl. Fix such a K. 
By the axiom of choice there is a 4~:~q ~ ~c,-ip} with A u q5 (A) -  U for A c s~. 
(To see this note that for Ae~d there i s fe  ~(X)  w i th f (p ) -0  andf~[ - l ,  1 ]cA .  
Then C - U ca (X - f~[ -1 ,  1] °) belongs to ~, by Fact 4.3(a), hence to ~u {p~, and 
satisfies A u C = U.) 
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If [4~-{B}I<~K for each Bc~,  then [~u /p~l~>]s¢[ >K, so we may assume that 
there is a B c~ with F4~{B}I>K. From Fact 4.3(a) we see that 4, = 
(A c~ B: A c q~-{B}) is a map qS~{B}--, ~U-lp~. For each A c &-B we have 
AuB=U,  hence A- (A-B)u(Ac~B)=(U-B)vo(Ac~B) .  
It follows that 4' is injective, hence I~u ~p~l~>14~{B}l>K. [] 
4.8. Corollary. (4)holds. 
4.9. Remark. As mentioned in the introduction, the proof in [3] that [°J~(X)]~° =
I~(X)l if ~(X)  = ~gG(X) (i.e. that I ~(x ) l  '° = I ~eG(x)I i fX  is infinite and basically 
disconnected) has superficial similarities with the proof above, but is essentially 
different. The differences are a matter of substance, not of style, as we now briefly 
explain. I f  we would try to imitate the proof of [3] more closely we would argue 
with induction on ]~(X)[,  and instead of ~x-F  consider 
¢={A~(x) :  I~(a)l  < I~(x)l}. 
Of course, in order for the induction hypothesis to be useful we will need to know 
that ~ (A) = -~A for A ~ ~ (X); this will be true if X is normal, and for the purpose 
of the proof we may even assume that X is compact. If X -  U J is infinite, then 
]~(X)] '° ~< [~(X)] by the proof of (37, hence without loss of generality X -U  ~¢ is 
finite. (This corresponds to the fact that, essentially by definition, F is finite.) The 
fact that in general ~(X)  ¢ ~O(X), i.e. that .~(X) is not closed under complementa- 
tion, now causes two difficulties: We do not know how to prove the analogue of 
(4), i.e. that b¢ l : l~(X) l  (this is easy if ~(X)= cg~(X)). Also, we do not know 
how to prove the analogue of (2), i.e. if q5 = 4~1[¢] -<~, then 14~{A}I<Ig~(X)] for 
A ~ ~(X) ;  in the special case ~(X)= cgU(X) one proves this from the induction 
hypothesis by showing that q~(~/)co¢ for °?lc[J] <<-'°, to which end one simply 
observes that 
for all ~//~ [~(X) ]  ~° there is a disjoint T'c [~(X) ]  -<~' such that 
U T '=U ~/and such that VV~ ~//" 3 U c 0g (Vc  U). (*) 
However, (*) need not to be true if ~(X)  ¢ ~g~'(X) as we will show in Section 6. 
5. is there a nontopological proof? 
The result that Ig~'(X)l ~° =]gC(X)  I if X is an infinite basically disconnected 
space really is the following Boolean algebraic result: 
IBI ~-  IB] if B is an infinite countably complete Boolean algebra. (*) 
We point out that Pierce [14] had earlier obtained (*) with "complete" instead of 
"'countably complete", and that Koppelberg [11] has generalized (*) by showing 
that one can substitute "weakly countably complete" for "countably complete" as 
defined next. 
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Definition. The Boolean algebra B is called weakly countably complete if for all 
P, Q ~ [B] <-~, i fp  A q = 0 whenever p c P and q c Q, then there is an s c B such that 
p<~s and q<~s' for all peP  and qc  Q. 
Since our proof that l~, (X)]'° = ]~ (X)] for infinite X uses lattice theoretic proper- 
ties of ~(X)  we are led to the question of whether it is a purely lattice theoretic 
result (in which case it would be another generalization of (*)), in that one can 
identify a class c¢ of lattices such that ILl ~ - IL l  for each infinite Lc  ~. An analysis 
of the proof in Section 4 suggests that each L c c~ should have at least the following 
properties: 
(1) L is countably upward complete, i.e. V A exists for each A~ [L] ~°, 
(2) aA VB=V{aAb:b~B} for all acLand B~[L] ~ ,  
(3) for al la,  b~Lwi th  a<bthere isa  ccL -{0}wi th  cAa=0and c~<b. 
Here (1) is the content of Fact 4.1, and (2) is used in the proof of Fact 4.5, and (3) 
corresponds to the fact that the members of ~(X)  are regularly open. There are 
trivial examples of countably infinite lattices satisfying only (1) and (2) or (1) and 
(3). 
This question remains unanswered. We note that an affirmative answer would 
imply a proof that ]~(X)I  °~ = I~(x)l for all infinite X that does not first look at 
special cases. We also note that Remark 4.9 indicates that one cannot obtain such 
a result by simply generalizing the proof of (*). 
However, we can show that the obvious natural way to use (*) to prove that 
I~(X) I  ~° = I~(X)] for all infinite X, based on the facts that 
(a) there is a Boolean algebra ~ ~_ ~(X)  (finitely) generated by ~,(X), such that 
meet and join of ~ induce meet and join of ~(X) ,  i.e. for all A, Bc  N one has 
AAB=Ar~B,  and AvB=AuB °, 
(b) the 2~ of (a) is unique up to isomorphism, does not work, i.e. 
(c) the N of (a) need not be countably complete, and in fact need not be weakly 
countably complete. 
Proof of (a). Let ~ be the subalgebra of the (complete!) Boolean algebra ~f f (X)  
generated by ~(X) .  
Proof of (b). Recall from [17, 12.3] that if Go and G1 generate the Boolean algebras 
G0 and N~ respectively, then a bijection f :  Go ~ G1 extends to an isomorphism if
(and only if) for all I, Jc[Go] <~ one has A I -V J=0 (in Go) iff A i~ l f ( i ) -  
Vj~Jf( j )  =0 (in Y31). In the special case that Go and G 1 are  closed under A and 
v, a bijection f :  Go ~ G1 extends to an isomorphism 2~o ~ N~ if (and only if) it is 
an isomorphism for A and v ; the condition just given simplifies to 
for all i, j c  Go, i - j=O iff f ( i ) - f ( j )  =0, 
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and clearly for all i, j c  Go one has 
i - j=O ig iA j=i  iff f(i) Af(j)=f(i) if[ f(i)--f(j)--O. 
This clearly implies (b). 
Proof of (c). We will consider an X such that ~ (X) = egg(X) which can be mapped 
continuously onto 9, the closed unit interval. The reason for considering the condition 
"~(X)  = egg(X)" is that joins in Yg(X) become unions in eg2g(X), hence for 
we can take the subalgebra of ~(X)  generated by egg(x). The advantage of this 
is that ~(X)  has a more manageable complement than ~U(X). 
To see that there is an X as required, we point out that the condition "~(X)  = 
egg(X)" is known in a different form; the reader should have no difficulty verifying 
that the following conditions are equivalent, cf. [5, proof of 3.1]: 
(1) ~(X)= egg(X), 
(2) egg(x) c Go(x ) ,  
(3) if c ~ egg(x) -{x} ,  then (" ¢ X, 
(4) nonempty G~'s in X have nonempty interior, 
(5) zero-sets in X are regularly closed. 
It is a classical result of Hausdorff that (3) holds for X =/3o) -o), where o) carries 
the discrete topology, [9, p. 245]. It is easy to find a continuous map from this X 
onto 9: consider any function o) ~ ~ with dense range, extend continuously over/3o) 
and restrict o X. 
Having established the existence of X as required it now suffices to prove the 
following statement: 
(A) If X is a compact space that admits a continuous map f onto 9, then the 
subalgebra ~ of ~(X)  generated by egg(x) is not weakly countably complete. 
Since clearly f~{x} c o~ for all x ~ ~ this follows from the next statement. 
(B) For every two disjoint dense C, Dc[~] "° and Sc~,  iff~Cc_S, then So> 
f~O#O. 
By compactness there is a closed subspace Y of X such that f -  Y is an irreducible 
map from Y onto 1, i.e. f~Y=~ but f+F¢~ for each proper closed subset F of 
Y. We claim that without loss of generality we may assume that Y= X; clearly 
egg(Y) = {C c~ Y: C c egkg(X)}, hence {B c~ Y: B ~ ~} is the subalgebra of ~(Y)  
generated by egg(Y). Since we now know that f is irreducible we know that f~C 
and f~D are disjoint dense subsets of X. Since egg(X) c_ ~-(X), we see that (B) 
follows from: 
(C) Let S be any space, and let s4 be the subalgebra of ~(S)  generated by 3-(S). 
For all A ~ sO, if A is dense then S -  A is not dense. 
Indeed, each member of a/ is the union of a finite subcollection of {A - B: A, B 
J-(S)}, hence for each dense Ac  s¢ there are open U and closed F in S such that 
U~ F c A and U c~ F is not nowhere dense in S, i.e. U c~F°~O. Now clearly 
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U~F°~_(Oc~F)  °= /]°¢~ F° ,hence/ ]°¢~ F° ¢ 0. Since U is dense in /-? and /]° c~ F°  
is open in ~] it follows that U (~ F°(= U c~ 0 ° c~ F °) # 0. Hence A ° ¢ 0. 
5.1. Remark. In view of (A) we find it amusing that if X is compact and zero- 
dimensional, then (~YZ(X) = {U 0~/: ~t ~ [ c~G(x)] ~-,o}, and if in addition X =/3o) - ~o, 
then ~0(X)  is weakly countably complete by a classical result of Hausdorff [9, p. 
244], while for other X (gC(X) is even complete. 
5.2. Remark. Since every compact space without isolated points can be mapped 
onto ~ we can instead o f /3~o-w use many other space, for example the example 
of the next section. 
6. No disjoint refinements 
We have constructed the example promised in Remark 4.9. 
6.1. Example. An X and a ~ ~ [°3~(X)]~°) such that for all pairwise disjoint °Fc 
[~(X) ]  ~ ,  if ~V refines ~, i.e. VV~ 0 /3U~ 0/ (Vc  U), then U ~/ '#U ~.  
Proof. As in Section 5 we will consider an X such that ~(X)= q~f(X),  or, 
equivalently, such that nonempty G,'s have nonempty interior. In addition we want 
q~3f(X) to contain a nonclosed connected set. 
Let us first show that there is such an X, which even is compact. Let D be an 
rh-set, i.e. D carries a linear order, <,  such that for all A, B ~ [D]  <~°~ - {0}, if A < B 
(i.e. a < b for all a c A and b c B), then there is x~ D such that A<{x}< B, and 
D has no countable cofinal or coinitial subset. Let X be the order compactification 
of D, i.e. the orderable space one gets by filling up every gap in D, including (f), X) 
and (X, ~3). It is easy to verify that nonempty G~'s in X have nonempty interior. 
Also, intervals in X are connected since no element of  D has an immediate successor. 
It immediately follows that ~Z(X)  contains a noncompact connected set. 
Let X be a space as required, and let C be a nonclosed connected member of 
~Z(X) .  There is ag~[~Z(X) ]~ such that U°~I=C and U#C for all Uc  °?/. 
(There always is an infinite such ~. For the specific X we just have constructed 
one also can have I~//I = 2.) Let ~F'c [~Z(X) ]  ---~° -{0} be disjoint and let it refine 07/. 
We will show that C - U °g" ¢ ~J: Clearly V ¢ C for all V ~ ~V since ~V refines ~//. 
Hence ~_) °F # C since C is connected and °F is disjoint. It follows that (C - U °F) ° ¢ 
~3, hence C-  U °F # 0, since clearly C -  U °F is a G~. 
7. An estimate for I~(X)l 
Define the weak Lindel6fnurnber wL(X)  of X to be the smallest infinite cardinal 
K such that each open cover of X has a subfamily of cardinality at most K which 
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is an almost cover, i.e. whose union is dense. (This was called weak covering number, 
wc(X), in [2].) As mentioned in the introduction, we prove the following inequality, 
due to Comfort and Hager, [2, 2.2], as an illustration of the usefulness of ~(X) .  
7.1. Theorem. [%~(X)] ~< w(X) wL(x). 
Proof. We will prove that I~(X)l ~ w(X)WL<X>; the theorem then follows from the 
inequality Icg(X)l ~< I ~(X) I  ~' of (1.2) since wE(X) ~> w. (Of course we could use 
Corollary 1.4, i.e. ].~(X)[ = l<g(X)l, but we wish to keep things simple.) 
Let B be a base for X with [B I - w(X). We prove that I~(x ) l  ~< w(X)  wL(x~ if we 
prove that 
~(x)_~{U u°: uc[~]~w'-'":'}. 
A moment's reflection shows that this inclusion follows from the following claim. 
Claim. wL(C)<~wL(X) for each C c <g~(X). 
To prove this consider any C c ~g~(X) or, more generally, any C c r (X  for 
which there is ~¢_c I t (X ) ]  ~wL{'~;~ such that 
/~cC for Ac~,  and Usg~C~_UM.  (*) 
Let ~ be any open cover of C. For each A c s~ the collection {X-A}  u ~// is an 
open cover of X, hence there is ~ac  [~]<-wL~x~ such that {X- f i ,}w °RA is a weak 
cover of X. Clearly A c U ~/a for A c s~, hence UA~,~ °?IA is a weak cover of C. It 
clearly has cardinality at most wL(X). [~ 
7.2. Corollary. w(X)  °~ <~ [cg'(X)i <~ w(X) wL(x). 
Proof. Clearly w(X)~l~(X)l~l~(X)l. As [~(X) I~: I~(X) I  the first 
inequality follows. [] 
7.3. Corollary (to Corollary 7.2). I f  X is weakly Lindel6f then I (x)l = w(X) 
For Lindel6f X this is [7, 3.3]. See also [2, Section 7]. 
7.4. Remark. In the introduction we mentioned the "~" -par ts  of the following 
results as indication of what is so special about ~g~(X) (and ~(X) )  for (weakly) 
Lindel/Sf X: 
(A) X is Lindel6f <: :>cg~(X)-{Uc .Y(X): U is Lindel6f}, 
(B) X is weakly Lindel6f <: :>~(X)={Uc ~G(X) :  U is weakly Lindel6f}. 
The two implications "~"  are trivial. The implications "~"  follow from the fact 
that U a4 ~ ~:~(x)  for agc [ cg~(x)]-<~° and the proof of the Claim in Theorem 7.1. 
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7.5. Remark. In [2, Section 5] examples are given to show that one can have strict 
inequality in Theorem 7.1 (contrary to appearances these examples exist in ZFC). 
We have pointed out a much simpler example.  Recall that an ordinal is the set of 
smaller ordinals,  and that a cardinal is an initial ordinal.  Give each ordinal  the 
order topology.  
Fact. If  c~ >~ to, then w(~)=l~l ,  and wL(c~) = L(c~) = to+cf (a ) ,  and I~(~)l =l~l  ~. 
Proof. We prove the last equality since the others should be clear. If  cf(c~) > to, then 
/3a = a + 1 as is well known,  [6, 5N.1],  hence then I~e(~)l = I~e(~ + 1)l. As cf(a + 1) = 
1 this shows that we only have to consider the special case that cf(c~)~< to. This is 
a special case of Corol lary 7.3. 
Since Kcf(K)> ~ for each cardinal K it fo l lows that for each cardinal K that can 
occur as ]~(X) I ,  namely a K~>to with K ~o=K, there is an X with ]~(X) ]=K< 
w(X)  wL(x>, namely X = K. 
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